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Strange things are happening in London. Red rain is flooding the streets. People are going missing.

And someone's opening graves in Highgate Cemetery . . .Only Alex and his best friend, Ren,

suspect the truth: a Death Walker, a powerful ancient Egyptian evil, is behind the chaos. Their quest

to bring him down takes them from New York to London, and from the land of the living to the deep

underground tombs of the long dead. Will they be in time to stop the Death Walker before he gets

too powerful . . . or will the tombs claim them, too?Read the sequel to the New York Times

bestseller, then continue the adventure online! Build an Egyptian tomb of your own, hide treasure

and protect it with traps, then challenge your friends to break in.
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Gr 3Ã¢â‚¬â€œ6Ã¢â‚¬â€•In the spirit of "The 39 Clues" (Scholastic), "TombQuest" is a "read the

book, play the game" experience across several platforms. In this second installment, which can

stand independent of the online gaming experience, Ren and Alex must stop a Death Walker, an

evil and ancient Egyptian spirit, from reeking havoc in modern day London. This is a plot-driven thrill

ride with plenty of adventure and a bit of history woven in. Kids who enjoy the books will be eager to



try their hand at the online games that extend the world.

Praise for TombQuest:A New York Times Bestselling novel"Like a preteen Indiana Jones and Lara

Croft, Alex and Ren make a compelling duo, and Northrop balances pathos and action effectively to

engage readers. Funny and smart, Alex and Ren are excellent companions for this fast-paced and

scorpion-filled ride."-- Kirkus Reviews"A thrilling adventure rich in Egyptian mythology and magic. . .

. Sure to be a blockbuster." -- Booklist&#147;Nonstop action . . . reluctant readers will enjoy the

fast-paced story and the accompanying interactive computer game, and they will look forward to

future installments.Ã¢â‚¬Â• --  Voice of Youth Advocates"The plot moves quickly and will appeal to

reluctant readers looking for adventure [and] danger." -- School Library Journal

Good

I wonder how it ends?

cover and illustrations remind middle school students of 39 clues series

My son loves it. He couldn't wait to start reading it.

Ordered this for my 9 yr old grandson. He loves it !

My kid loves this series, has all the books

great pricemy child read it in 2 days

My daughter loves these books. These are definitely worth purchasing.
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